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Dear, future yeah welcome
Sometimes I wish I had a time machine
In all honesty 
will my light just be the normal will it turn astonishing
(?)
See I would die for dreams
And I would die for those
Tell me dear future this the realest shit I ever wrote?
Hell no cause the best is yet to come
Constant manage when I sleep because the grind is
never done (?)
I spit that wonder college flow
Spit until they feeling me
They palms just started sweating 
and I'm sensing nervous energy (I sense it)
I started rapping with no plans to hit the industry
But now they gonna remember me
Why? I guess they'll wait and see
Lyrics to the beat and there I go
Off on the beat 
y'all never know how bad I want this
hear my conscience , I stay humble
I won't flaunt shit

And dear future how you doing
Wrote this letter hope it gets to you
It's just me up in my time machine
Hopefully I get to the the hands move side to side
Hit the smile in the way to the flashing lights (?)
Heres to the future
Dear Future

Should write a letter to myself
dear future whats the hold up
I been putting in that work
I show you that I can grow up
Hoping that I blow up
I showed you potential
I never want a desk I expect to work the pencil
I want that Jay Leno cheese
Never break me mentally
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Never can they copy this
And never can they stencil me
I want this shit
It's meant to be
I know I gotta bring intensity
I know I gotta bring propensity
And yes these dreams were sent for me
Expect the unexpected
Don't need no shoes and necklace
I'll never be the same
Friends changes like they netflix
Alone in like a desert
The comments make my chest hurt
I always give the effort
Cause I'm zooming like a zephyr 
Compared to when I first started
I've grown
just let the future know music always is my home

And dear future how you doing
Wrote this letter hope it gets to you
It's just me up in my time machine
Hopefully I get to the the hands move side to side
Hit the smile in the way to the flashing lights (?)
Heres to the future
Dear Future
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